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Hi, I’m Kerth Barker and my website is
kerthbarker.com.
George Santayana once said, “Those who fail to
learn from history are condemned to repeat it.” And
it’s true that if you don’t understand the lessons of
the past, you can’t prevent disasters from repeating
themselves in the future. It’s also true that the events
of the present day do have their roots in the past.
In this article I’m going to briefly outline the root
causes of the the recent endorsement by Pope
Francis of Agenda 2030 which he made before the
UN. And I’m going to suggest that the proxy war
between the United States and Russia in Syria may
have some deeper root causes which are unseen by
the general public.
I believe that the propaganda media of the
United States has wrongly demonized the Russian
military and President Putin as the aggressors in
Syria. What I’m going to suggest here is that this
propaganda media spin on the situation Syria is not
really accurate. Given Turkey’s hostility toward
Russia and Syria’s proximity to Russia, President
Putin can hardly be expected to ignore the military

build-up that has taken there by forces hostile to
Russia.
But before I explain this, let me go into how I first
came across this information myself. For a number
of years I helped to produce and sometimes host a
radio program where I would frequently talk about
how I survived satanic ritual abuse, and on that
show I would also share with others what I knew
about the Illuminati doctrine. It’s because of my
involvement with that radio show that I would
eventually develop a relationship with a number of
individuals who over a period of years have been
sharing with me insider insights as to the true nature
of the Illuminati.
I’m assuming that those who are reading this
article are at least somewhat familiar with the
Illuminati’s New World Order global government.
Although the term Illuminati first came into public
consciousness with the Bavarian Illuminati founded
in 1776, the word Illuminati preceded the founding of
the Bavarian Illuminati and in recent years it has
come to refer to any conspiracy group that is
attempting to create a global government. And for
this article to even make sense, you must be aware
that there are sinister and covert groups at work in
our world. And the leaders of this Illuminati globalist
movement justify their actions to their followers by

claiming that they are going to create a utopian
world government once they are all powerful.
However the more you learn, the more you realize
that the leadership of the Illuminati is only driven by
a callous desire for power and not some idealistic
motivation.
It is the nature of this corrupt Illuminati system
that I talked about on that radio program and which I
am going to talk about here. As I’ve said, after I left
that radio show I was contacted by a number of
individuals who shared with me even more insider
information about this Illuminati system. They
encouraged me to write articles which I put up on
the internet, and eventually I also published several
books. These books were based on my personal
experiences, my own research as well as insider
information that had been given me by others. In
writing these books my only claim was that I was
being as honest as I could be, but I never claimed
that I knew everything about the Illuminati. I always
felt that there were some big pieces to the puzzle
that I did not know. But I believed that it was best to
go ahead and publish what I did know because —
clearly I seemed to know more about the Illuminati
system than most people.
However recently I was contacted by someone
who was able to spell out to me some new facts

about the true nature of the Illuminati. And what I’ve
recently learned has changed how I understand the
Illuminati system and how I perceive the present
military conflict in Syria.
Since I was a child I’ve known about the
existence of an international Luciferian secret
society which exists among the wealthy aristocrats.
But after all of these decades, and for the first time
in my life, I finally understand who is really at the top
of the pyramid and I understand the true ancient
roots of this modern New World Order. I also now
understand the ancient conflict that is the real
motivation behind NATO’s desire for war against the
Russian Republic. For I believe that if you do a
proper analysis of this situation you’ll find that
Russia was not the initial aggressor in this situation.
In this article I’m only going to roughly outline
certain radical ideas that reject the conventional
mass media’s position on this conflict. And I am
aware that certain other researchers have gone into
greater detail than me concerning these subjects.
But most people aren’t familiar with these
realizations, so I felt it was important to say
something. These ideas may be new to you or you
may already be familiar many of them. But I am
certain that at the very least you will read about
some new ideas to which you’ve never been

exposed, and possibly you’ll see the world in a
whole new way.
The Illuminati does exist and it is a very toxic
organization which threatens both humanity and our
ecosystem here on Earth. The Illuminati is now
attempting to enact plans that would oppress all
freedom and put the entire world under the complete
control of a small group of rather insane leaders.
The way to stop the Illuminati is to become informed
as to its true nature and to inform others. It is only
through its secrecy that it remains in power, and
once its secrecy is removed its power base can be
challenged.
So let me spell out a brief history of the
Illuminati. The Illuminati is a form of the ancient
Luciferian religion. The name Lucifer refers to the
“light bearer” and there have been many different
names used for Lucifer throughout history.
Luciferianism has been in existence in various forms
for more than six thousand years. In ancient times it
was a form of astro-theology which used religious
indoctrination as a mechanism for social control so
that a small group of aristocrats could dominate the
population of a society. Some ancient Luciferian
cultures were relatively benevolent, however others
were extremely cruel and oppressive. These

differing Luciferian cultures existed throughout the
world on most continents and in most regions.
The pyramid is both an a architectural symbol
and organizational model for a Luciferian hierarchy.
In a Luciferian society, all the power is at the top of
the pyramid, and the slaves at the bottom of the
pyramid do all of the work and have no social status
or power.
However, in spite of the wide spread nature of
ancient Luciferianism, in some areas of the world the
Luciferian cults were rejected by the people, and in
some remote regions Luciferian culture never quite
took hold. This point needs to be made. In ancient
times Luciferianism was a craft, a way of power, but
on a global level, it was not a single centrally
controlled organization. Although there were many
different Luciferian-based societies and nations, in
these ancient times they were not unified under a
single leadership. These Luciferian nations often
fought with one another. And this lack of central
control over all of the Luciferian religions kept
Luciferianism from becoming all powerful. So
humanity did still experience varying degrees of
freedom.
Somewhere around the time of 336 BC,
Alexander the Great was initiated into an Egyptian
Luciferian cult. They sponsored his attempt at

creating a world wide empire. Their failed attempt to
create a global empire through Alexander the Great
represented an early effort to unify the various
Luciferian Kingdoms.
But it would be the Roman Empire that would
launch the most serious attempt to bring all
Luciferian culture under a single umbrella of control.
By the time of the birth of Ptolemy Caesar (who
was the child of Julius Caesar and Queen
Cleopatra) in 46 BC, there were many different
Mystery Schools found throughout the regions that
surrounded the Mediterranean sea. These were
called Mystery Schools because what was taught in
those schools was unknown to ordinary people. Only
the aristocrats and their children who attended these
Mystery Schools knew what went on inside. And it
was in such schools that initiates were indoctrinated,
brainwashed and trained to be Luciferian leaders.
Although there were many different types of Mystery
Schools in the Mediterranean region, there were two
factions that were most powerful. These were the
Roman Mystery Schools and the Egyptian Mystery
Schools. And the real significance of the relationship
of Caesar and Cleopatra was that it brought together
these two most powerful groups of Luciferians.
The relationship of Caesar and Cleopatra was
not the romantic partnership as depicted in movies

and literature. Their relationship was politically
motivated and covertly arranged in advanced to their
first meeting. The story of Cleopatra being smuggled
into Caesar’s room in a rug without him knowing of
this in advance is a fairy tale for adults. There was a
vast conspiracy behind their first meeting and their
relationship. The Roman followers of the Emperor
Caesar and the Egyptian followers of Queen
Cleopatra desired to create a unified Luciferian cult
that would someday take over the entire world. The
birth of their only child, Ptolemy Caesar, would mark
the true beginning of the secret society which today
is known today as the Illuminati.
During ancient times, Caesar and Cleopatra
might well have succeeded in creating a dynasty
which would have achieved eventual world
domination except for a number of events which
slowed down the Illuminati’s growth. The murder of
the Emperor Caesar by Roman patriots loyal to the
Republic was one of those events. Another event
was the eventual rise of Christianity.
Although I am a Christian, it is not my intention
to promote Christianity through this article. But I
would point out that Christianity had a profound
influence upon the Roman Empire. With the rise of
Christianity, much of the extreme decadence of the
Roman Empire came to an end. For example, the

common religious practice of animal sacrifice would
come to an end with the emergence of Christianity.
Prior to the time of the historical Jesus, animal
sacrifice had been practiced throughout the
Mediterranean world for thousands of years. As well
as this, many of the cultural values which made
Western Civilization possible also emerged through
Christianity.
But what I have recently come to realize is that
even as the historical Jesus was creating his
religious movement, Ptolemy Caesar, the child of
Caesar and Cleopatra, was creating a Luciferian
secret society in the heart of Rome. Much of the true
history of this man has been hidden from
conventional history books. When he was a child,
Ptolemy Caesar was known as Caesarion, which
means little Caesar. His followers worshipped him as
a god. His mother was worshipped as the goddess
Isis, and throughout much of his life he was known
as Issa, the son of Isis. And what I have come to
realize is that this Luciferian secret society, founded
by Ptolemy Caesar and now known as the Illuminati,
is still headquartered in Rome.
At this point I want to make it clear that I am not
anti-Catholic. I am certainly not saying that I believe
that all Catholics are evil. I believe that most
Catholics are sincere Christians and that most

Catholic Priests and Nuns are good persons who
intend well. I have friends who are Catholic and in
the past I have on occasion personally attended
Catholic Mass. I recognize that Catholic charities
have helped many people.
However I also understand that hidden within
the Roman Catholic Church is a secretive Luciferian
cult. This cult is the ultimate wolf in sheep’s clothing.
And this Luciferian cult has emerged to take over the
leadership of the Catholic Church at this present
time. The election of the first Jesuit Pope marks the
end of any resistance to the secretive Luciferian cult
that has existed in the Rome since the time of
Ptolemy Caesar.
I do acknowledge that many Jesuits are
recognized as respected educators. But many other
researchers have exposed the deep corruption that
exists within the Jesuit Order, which is headed by its
own Black Pope. The Jesuits are known to make
dark oaths in which they swear to commit terrible
acts of violence against all of their enemies. And for
a Jesuit member to take the position of the Pontiff in
Rome represents a profound change in the politics
of the Vatican Nation State.
I do not hate Pope Francis, however, I recognize
that Pope Francis, like President Barack Obama, is
not what he seems to be. Although this Pope

presents a positive message of hope and love, he is
really endorsing an oppressive New World Order
which threatens all of humanity. Just as the positive
message of President Barack Obama concealed a
hidden agenda that has greatly harmed the America
people, the positive message of Pope Francis
conceals a hidden agenda that is greatly harming all
of the people of the world.
When Pope Francis recently stood in the United
Nations building and endorsed the UN’s Agenda
2030, he was endorsing a plan to take over all of the
world’s resources by this small group of aristocrats
that control the UN. The UN’s Agenda 2030 is not a
plan to feed the poor as it claims to be. If you do a
proper analysis you can clearly see that it is a plan
to destroy the middle class in Europe and the United
States. Agenda 2030 is a plan that calls for the
Vatican Illuminati to achieve total domination of the
globe by the year 2030.
Another thing that has recently become clear to
me is that there are hidden ancient roots to the
present political conflict between NATO forces and
the Russian Republic. It has been revealed to me by
my sources that this conflict which is now violently
manifesting itself in Syria, is a conflict that is based
on an ancient conflict between the Church in Rome
and the Orthodox Russian Church. The Russian

Orthodox Church is not controlled by the Church in
Rome, which means that it is not controlled by the
hidden Illuminati cult that exists within the Roman
Catholic Church. In 1439 there was an attempt by
the Papacy in Rome to take over the Russian
Orthodox Church, but that failed. Nicholas the
Second, the last czar of Russia, was aware of the
Illuminati, which is why the Illuminati arranged for the
destruction of him and his family. The Soviet Union
was influenced by the Illuminati and it tried to
suppress the Russian Orthodox Church, but failed to
do so. I cannot, in a few sentences, fully explain the
complex relationship between the Catholic Church in
Rome and the Russian Orthodox Church. But after a
great deal of research, it has finally become clear to
me that the Illuminati is centered in the Vatican, and
that the Illuminati sees the Russian Orthodox
Church as a final barrier to its complete world
domination.
Although there are some citizens in the United
States and Europe who know that the Illuminati
exists and who do oppose it, the Illuminati has all but
taken over the leadership of the United States and
NATO. In America and the EU, resistance to the
control of the Illuminati is weak.
The terrorist group known as ISIS is not what
the American media presents it to be. The true story

is that ISIS is named after Cleopatra who was
known to her cult followers as the living incarnation
of the goddess Isis. She was the mother of the
Illuminati’s true founder, Ptolemy Caesar, who
himself was also known as Issa, son of Isis. The CIA
is controlled by the Skull and Bones Society, which
itself is controlled by the Jesuits. And the Jesuits are
controlled by the Vatican Illuminati. Like Al Qaeda,
this Islamic State, ISIS, is a creation of the CIA. And
through ISIS and other forces, a proxy war is being
waged on Russia.
And the proxy war between the US and Russia
in Syria is really a war between the Vatican Illuminati
and the Russian Orthodox Church. As bizarre as
that sounds, this is what I have come to realize.
The roots of this conflict are not at all what the
popular mass media would have you believe. The
policy of hostility by the United States toward the
Russian Republic is ill conceived and does not work
toward the best interests of the American people.
And how this present war in Syria plays out could
well affect the future of the world.
I personally believe in the Constitution of the
United States and I believe in the people of the
United States. I am not favoring the Russian
Republic over the welfare of the American people.
But the present day Jesuit-controlled leadership of

the government of the United States serves the
Vatican Illuminati — not the Constitution nor the
people of America.
So this proxy war between the US and Russia is
a lose/lose situation for the US. If the US defeats
Russia this will serve the Illuminati’s goal of creating
a global government, and that will be bad for the
American people. If the Russian military prevails in
Syria, that could be harmful to any US troops that
find themselves involved in this Syrian conflict. No
matter how it turns out, a war between the US and
Russia cannot end well for the American people.
The American people need to wake up and
realize that Russia and the Russian Orthodox
Church are not our true enemy. The Illuminati is
centered as a hidden Luciferian cult within the
Vatican, and the Illuminati operates through the
United Nations. It is the Illuminati which is the true
enemy of the American people.
I believe that ultimately the Illuminati will fail and
that the UN’s Agenda 2030 will fail. However, we live
in the most dangerous of times. If you desire for
yourself and your family to survive these violent
conflicts and threatening social trends, you need to
understand their true cultural roots.
Although most Catholics and Jesuits are
Christians who have studied the teachings of Jesus

Christ in the Bible, the top leaders of the Catholic
and Jesuit institutions are not Christians. They are
Luciferians. Pope Francis and other Illuminati
members openly worship Flammas Lucifer (Flaming
Lucifer) who they believe is the father of Christ. But
the true Christ is not the son of Lucifer. The true
Christ is humanity’s savior, but Lucifer would be our
destroyer.
You do not have to be a Christian to see the
Luciferian Agenda as a threat to yourself and your
family. And you do not have to believe in any
religious philosophy in order to understand the threat
of Luciferianism to the world. You do not have to be
a Christian to oppose Luciferianism. But I can’t avoid
the topic of Christianity in explaining this subject.
The early Christian movement arose as a
reaction to the oppressive nature of the Luciferian
controlled Roman Empire. So whether you believe in
this faith or not, Christianity is still a relevant topic in
understanding the Illuminati. Even if you are not a
Christian, you must realize that the Book of
Revelations was written in the time period when the
Luciferian cult, created by Ptolemy Caesar, was
secretly taking hold in the ancient city of Rome. And
the author of Revelations, John, seems to have
been aware of the nature of this evil force that was
growing in his day. He may have used a complex set

of colorful symbols to give a precognitive insight into
these powerful events that are now being
manifested in our own time period. Whether it is an
extraordinary coincidence, a precognitive shamanic
vision or the word of God — the Book of Revelations
gives insight into our present day conflicts. And I find
hope in the conclusion of the Book of Revelations
which shows that the evil Luciferian Beast and its
False Prophet are to be destroyed.
If you are American or European, you need to be
aware that our Illuminati-controlled political leaders
are marching us into an ill-conceived war to destroy
the Russian Orthodox Church. And my prayers are
that the Luciferian leadership will be defeated and
that those who remain true to their faith in Christ will
prevail.
Thank you for reading this article. May the One
True God, Creator of all good things, bless you,
guide you and protect you and your family in these
most dangerous of times.

